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To
THE DIRECTOR I FINANCE,
TANGEDCO,
Chennai-600 002.
Lr.No.GSITNEBES/F7/D185/2014,Dt.16.04.2014.
Sir,
Sub: Disbursement of all payments through bank account to officers working at
T.T.P.S. - represented - Reg.
The salaries for all employ~es are paid through bank account. But payments
other than salary are paid by cash. The officers, particularly engineers, working in
T.T.P.S. are attending works in the field of the Thermal Stations.
As the engineers are coming in shift duties receiving the payment in time is
always difficult and delayed. On many occasions the amount were received after few
days I week.
More over carrying the huge amount of cash throughout the shift duty and
working in the field is very difficult and also carrying hugh amount of cash from office to
home during night hours is more risky and threat to their life.
.
In generating stations and distribution circles, mostly all payments are made
either through bank account (or through cheque). We learn in NCTPS cash worth more
than Rs.15000/- are paid thro cheque by obtaining willingness from employees. In
distribution wing all payments of higher values are paid through chequel bank account.
This may be allowed at T.T.P.S also, if required by obtaining willingness from the
Engineers I Officers.
Hence, we request the Director / Finance to kindly consider the practical
difficulties and direct the administration at T.T.P.S. to pay all payment through bank
accountsl Cheque for the officers working in T.T.P.S.
Thanking you, Sir,
¥ours sincerely,
.
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. ASHOK KUMAR)
eneral Secretary.
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